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Communicating data
Courses I’ve taught:

• STAT 98T: Data Visualization (UCLA, 2015)
• SDS 136: Communicating with Data (Smith, 2017)
• SDS 236: Data Journalism (Smith, 2018)
• STAT 336: Data Communication and Visualization (St Thomas, 2020)
Visualizing data
Writing about data
Speaking about data

Writing about data
• “One number story” (Data Journalism, Data Communication)
• Science reporting (Data Journalism)
• “Standard story” (Data Journalism)
…

• Wikipedia article? (Data Journalism, Data Communication)

(Learning) goals for writing Wikipedia articles

• A new form of typesetting.
• Quality reference-finding
skills.

• A neutral writing style.
• Some form of versioning.
• Deep knowledge about a
particular person.

• A new Wikipedia article!

How not to do this assignment
• First assignment of class
• Guidance supplied by professor
• Guided by Wiki Education
• Scaﬀolded by professor
• Scaﬀolded using deadlines and

milestones from Wiki Education

• Students think of people to write
articles about

• Professor generates list of
potential people

List + brief bio helps students get started

Articles that made it
Spring 2018

Spring 2020

Amanda Cox

Adam Harvey

Giorgia Lupi

Andreas Buja

Janaya Khan

Antony Unwin

Jeﬀ Leek

Catherine D’Ignazio

Jenny Bryan

Colin Ware

Jer Thorp

David Robinson

Kim Rees

Jen Christiansen

Lena Groeger

Karl Broman

Lynn Cherny

Kyle McDonald

Mark Hansen

Nadieh Bremer

Meredith Broussard

Regina Nuzzo

Stefanie Posavec

Robert Simmon

Victoria Stodden

Roger Peng

Relevant to
today’s session!

- 16 articles created

- 15.8k words added

- 19 articles edited

- 249 references added

- 353 total edits

- 143k article views

- 19 student editors

- 2 commons uploads

Articles that made it
Spring 2018

Spring 2020

Amanda Cox

Adam Harvey

Giorgia Lupi

Andreas Buja

Janaya Khan

Antony Unwin

I am
Jeﬀ Leek

super proud of my students’
work.
They
Catherine
D’Ignazio
clearly made valuable additions to Wikipedia!
Jenny Bryan
Colin Ware
And, perhaps added to the diversity of the site
Jer Thorp
Kim Rees

David Robinson

But…

Jen Christiansen

Lena Groeger

Karl Broman

Lynn Cherny

Kyle McDonald

Mark Hansen

Nadieh Bremer

Meredith Broussard

Regina Nuzzo

Stefanie Posavec

Robert Simmon

Victoria Stodden

Roger Peng

Bringing Wikipedia into the classroom isn’t always fun

• Editors are often brusque and/or rude
• Notability guidelines are both clear-cut and very open to
interpretation

• Students do unexpected things
• It can be hard to see something you’ve worked on get deleted
• The instructor needs to be extremely plugged in to watch and

manage pages, even when using the Wiki Education framework

Wikipedia:Conflict of interest
Wikipedia has guidelines about conflicts of interest. You shouldn’t
write an article about yourself, your friends, your employer, etc.
I come up with a list of suggested people for my students to write
articles about (I don’t think this is a conflict of interest?) and often,
that is the first time a student has heard the person’s name
Still, a common criticism of articles my students write is “self
promotion”
“the page is nauseating in terms of its self promotion”
“overtly promotional”

Wikipedia:Notability (people)
People are presumed notable if they have received significant
coverage in multiple published secondary sources that are reliable,
intellectually independent of each other, and independent of the
subject.

• If the depth of coverage in any given source is not substantial, then
multiple independent sources may be combined to demonstrate
notability; trivial coverage of a subject by secondary sources may
not be suﬃcient to establish notability.

• Primary sources may be used to support content in an article, but
they do not contribute toward proving the notability of a subject.

People who meet the basic criteria may be considered notable
without meeting the additional criteria below. Articles may still not be
created for such people if they fall under exclusionary criteria, such as
being notable only for a single event, or such as those listed in
Wikipedia:What Wikipedia is not.

Wikipedia:Notability (academics)
Academics meeting any one of the following conditions, as substantiated through reliable sources, are notable.
Academics meeting none of these conditions may still be notable if they meet the conditions of WP:BIO or other
notability criteria. The merits of an article on the academic will depend largely on the extent to which it is verifiable.
Before applying these criteria, see the General notes and Specific criteria notes sections, which follow.
1. The person's research has had a significant impact in their scholarly discipline, broadly construed, as
demonstrated by independent reliable sources.
2. The person has received a highly prestigious academic award or honor at a national or international level.
3. The person has been an elected member of a highly selective and prestigious scholarly society or association
(e.g., a National Academy of Sciences or the Royal Society) or a fellow of a major scholarly society which
reserves fellow status as a highly selective honor (e.g., Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers).
4. The person's academic work has made a significant impact in the area of higher education, aﬀecting a
substantial number of academic institutions.
5. The person has held a named chair appointment or distinguished professor appointment at a major institution
of higher education and research, or an equivalent position in countries where named chairs are uncommon.
6. The person has held a highest-level elected or appointed administrative post at a major academic institution or
major academic society.
7. The person has had a substantial impact outside academia in their academic capacity.
8. The person has been the head or chief editor of a major, well-established academic journal in their subject area.

Notability
“He seems to be notable, based on the very highly cited papers
shown in Google Scholar. Seeing them, after I had determined
that the book was self-published, I was rather skeptical, & checked
the contents, because statisticians are frequently joint authors for
papers in biomedicine, but contributed to the work as a
statistician only, not as the person who conceived the project. In
earlier years, the statistician was usually acknowledged at the end of
the paper; under current practice, the statistician is a co-authors
[sic]. That seems to be the case for some of the papers, but the 4
most highly cited are papers about biostatistics. The mist [sic] highly
cited is a rather pedagogical review article, & such articles have
extremely high & uncharacteristic citation counts. The next three
however are research papers, and are highly cited because they are
the foundations for very important & widespread biological work."

Notability
“He seems to be notable, based on the very highly cited papers
shown in Google Scholar. Seeing them, after I had determined
that the book was self-published, I was rather skeptical, & checked
the contents, because statisticians are frequently joint authors for
papers in biomedicine, but contributed to the work as a statistician
only, not as the person who conceived the project. In earlier years,
the statistician was usually acknowledged at the end of the paper;
under current practice, the statistician is a co-authors [sic]. That
seems to be the case for some of the papers, but the 4 most highly
cited are papers about biostatistics. The mist [sic] highly cited is a
rather pedagogical review article, & such articles have extremely
high & uncharacteristic citation counts. The next three however are
research papers, and are highly cited because they are the
foundations for very important & widespread biological work."

Notability
“He seems to be notable, based on the very highly cited papers
shown in Google Scholar. Seeing them, after I had determined that
the book was self-published, I was rather skeptical, & checked the
contents, because statisticians are frequently joint authors for
papers in biomedicine, but contributed to the work as a
statistician only, not as the person who conceived the project. In
earlier years, the statistician was usually acknowledged at the end of
the paper; under current practice, the statistician is a co-authors
[sic]. That seems to be the case for some of the papers, but the 4
most highly cited are papers about biostatistics. The mist [sic] highly
cited is a rather pedagogical review article, & such articles have
extremely high & uncharacteristic citation counts. The next three
however are research papers, and are highly cited because they are
the foundations for very important & widespread biological work."

??

Notability
“He seems to be notable, based on the very highly cited papers
shown in Google Scholar. Seeing them, after I had determined that
the book was self-published, I was rather skeptical, & checked the
contents, because statisticians are frequently joint authors for
papers in biomedicine, but contributed to the work as a
statistician only, not as the person who conceived the project. In
earlier years, the statistician was usually acknowledged at the end of
the paper; under current practice, the statistician is a co-authors
[sic]. That seems to be the case for some of the papers, but the 4
most highly cited are papers about biostatistics. The mist [sic] highly
cited is a rather pedagogical review article, & such articles have
extremely high & uncharacteristic citation counts. The next three
however are research papers, and are highly cited because they are
the foundations for very important & widespread biological work."
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Notability
“He seems to be notable, based on the very highly cited papers
shown in Google Scholar. Seeing them, after I had determined
that the book was self-published, I was rather skeptical, & checked
the contents, because statisticians are frequently joint authors for
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[sic]. That seems to be the case for some of the papers, but the 4
most highly cited are papers about biostatistics. The mist [sic] highly
cited is a rather pedagogical review article, & such articles have
extremely high & uncharacteristic citation counts. The next three
however are research papers, and are highly cited because they are
the foundations for very important & widespread biological work."

Notability
She played a small role as a student on a widely used statistical
package, sva, has high Google Scholar citations for that one thing,
and won a student award. But she hasn't become an academic,
and that's not enough for academic notability by itself, so we need
to look for general notability instead for her post-academic career.
The only evidence we have of this is this interview, which is indepth, independent, and reliably published. But it's only one source
and we need multiple sources like that.

I could go on and on
Many articles required intervention (either by me or others) to make it to the mainspace

Spring 2018:

Spring 2020:

Amanda Cox

Nadieh Bremer

Jenny Bryan

Still need work:

Kim Rees

Hilary Parker

Lena Groeger

Irene Ros

Lynn Cherny
Meredith Broussard
Still needs work:
Julia Silge

This list is shorte
r.
Maybe that’s go
od?

Wikipedia:No amount of editing can overcome a lack of
notability
When articles are listed for deletion on the grounds of the topic's notability, the creators
of such articles often ask how they could write better articles about that topic. But they
are, in fact, asking the wrong question. There are many notability guidelines for different
types of articles, but when a notability issue is invoked, no matter what the topic is, it
always boils down to this question: should we even have an article about that topic?
This means that unless information is added to an article to show that its topic meets
the relevant notability guideline, or unless the notability issue was invoked in error, there
is nothing that can be done to save the article. Not a better writing style. Not a more
neutral wording. Not surrendering the redaction to another person to circumvent conflict
of interest guidelines. Not the removal of material potentially regarded as promotional.
Not a more explicit referencing from primary sources, press releases, or interviews. Not
even a promise that, soon, the subject will meet the notability guidelines. Nothing. None
of these things address the problem. The problem is not with the article itself: the
problem is what the article is about.
Editors who protest against deletion nominations of articles they create are often closely
related to the subject. Our conflict of interest guidelines do not prevent anyone from
creating or editing articles about themselves, but the very act of creating an article often
arises from such a relationship, and the creator often overestimates the notability of the
subject. However, people who create articles about themselves or projects they are
involved in can do something when their articles are deleted on notability grounds. But
it can only be done off-wiki. They can get others to notice them or their projects first.

Wikipedia:No amount of editing can overcome a lack of
notability
When articles are listed for deletion on the grounds of the topic's notability, the creators
of such articles often ask how they could write better articles about that topic. But they
are, in fact, asking the wrong question. There are many notability guidelines for different
types of articles, but when a notability issue is invoked, no matter what the topic is, it
always boils down to this question: should we even have an article about that topic?
This means that unless information is added to an article to show that its topic meets
the relevant notability guideline, or unless the notability issue was invoked in error, there
is nothing that can be done to save the article. Not a better writing style. Not a more
neutral wording. Not surrendering the redaction to another person to circumvent conflict
of interest guidelines. Not the removal of material potentially regarded as promotional.
Not a more explicit referencing from primary sources, press releases, or interviews. Not
even a promise that, soon, the subject will meet the notability guidelines. Nothing. None
of these things address the problem. The problem is not with the article itself: the
problem is what the article is about.
Editors who protest against deletion nominations of articles they create are often closely
related to the subject. Our conflict of interest guidelines do not prevent anyone from
creating or editing articles about themselves, but the very act of creating an article often
arises from such a relationship, and the creator often overestimates the notability of the
subject. However, people who create articles about themselves or projects they are
involved in can do something when their articles are deleted on notability grounds. But
it can only be done off-wiki. They can get others to notice them or their projects first.

A short list of things that don’t confer notability
• Giving keynote talks at major conferences
• Having many listeners to your podcast
• Being a journalist who has worked on front-page stories

One thing that really does confer notability
• Being an ASA fellow

So what?
If you want to do this assignment
Practice by writing some articles yourself. It’s harder than it looks!
Prep by generating a list of ideas of people. It’s harder than it looks!
Sign up to be part of the Wiki
Education project (deadline has
passed for fall semester, but they
may accept on a rolling basis)

So what?
If you want to increase the representation of stats folks on Wikipedia

• Nominate people as ASA fellows!
• Work to get journalistic coverage of things your colleagues do
• Watch pages of people, and jump into “Articles for deletion”
discussions

Thank you

